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SOME BACKGROUND
Many companies use electrostatic

plotters for high-speed, high-quality out-
put of mechanical drawings, schematic
diagrams, and schedules. The electrosta-
tic drawing process (magnetically charg-
ing a point on paper) requires specialized
environmental conditions, including con-
trolled temperature and humidity levels.
The temperature-humidity conditions of
a computer room are ideal, and many
times these workhorse plotters are colo-
cated with the computers used to create
the drawings.

THE TALE BEGINS
We had originally installed our plotters

in the computer room, but as the site
expanded, we needed the computer room
space for computers. Plans called for mov-
ing the plotters out of the computer room
to a centrally located area where engineers
could easily access their drawings.
Facilities created a small room for the plot-
ters, and maintaining the proper climate
would require a humidifier. Adequate
commercial-grade humidifiers were
expensive (about $10,000) and required
specialized plumbing, conditioned water,
and additional air-conditioning capacity.
Since planners had budgeted neither
money to purchase nor engineering time
to install such a unit, they opted to buy a
household humidifier from Sears for $60.
They rolled in the humidifier, plugged it
in, and turned over the owner’s manual.

It soon became obvious that the single

S
ystems engineering makes
sense, but its financial benefits
are often hard to pin down.
Although many high-cost, pro-
ject runaways stem from mis-

takes in requirements definition,
accountants and managers continue to
balk at investing in cost avoidance, risk
reduction, and customer understanding.
They prefer making decisions based on
hard-to-peg return-on-investment (ROI)
numbers. Put another way, systems engi-
neers want to avoid risk (future costs),
while accountants want to save money
today.

What follows is a true story that rep-
resents a simple but poignant example
of the hidden costs of not doing systems
engineering. It also points out the fallacy
of short-term thinking that asks “who
pays for all of this up-front systems engi-
neering?” versus viewing systems engi-
neering as an investment in requirements
understanding that leads to cost savings
on the project’s back end. This allegory
also points out the importance of getting
our systems engineering right before
launching into other productivity
improvements—just in time, reengineer-
ing, six sigma, and others. It is one small
example of how systems engineering
results in fewer iterations, shorter sched-
ules, and more satisfied customers.

humidifier could not maintain the
required humidity level—so facilities 
purchased a second Sears humidifier
(another $60). Because each humidifier
evaporated about 10 gallons of water per
day, we acquired two five-gallon buckets
for hauling water. Since the buckets were
too large to fit under a sink faucet, they
had to be filled in the custodial closet (the
key for which required special vice-pres-
idential approval). It took two trips once
a day to fill the humidifiers. This menial
task was, naturally, relegated to the low
man on the totem pole.

After the drafting manager received
several complaints concerning snide
comments (about the “water boy”), he
added the task to the duty roster of the
nonexempt drafting folks, rotating the
onerous job daily. Personnel also worked
out policies concerning exemption from
the job, what to do during a vacation
(trade with someone), disabilities (pro-
vide a doctor’s note), or gender (account
for a bona fide weight-lifting restriction).

Of course, not all the water haulers
were careful, and some spilled water along
the way. Several slips and falls were attrib-
uted to “water on the hallway floor.” It
wasn’t too long before a hauler threw out
their back, resulting in an expensive work-
man’s compensation claim.

If that wasn’t enough, dissatisfaction
with this situation showed up on the
yearly employee attitude survey, and
management called several lengthy meet-
ings to figure out why job satisfaction in
the drafting department had taken such
a nose-dive.

ENTER THE QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT TEAM

That’s when a quality improvement
team (which included a former plumber)
got involved. The team suggested run-
ning a water line with a tap and hose to
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the humidifiers. After brainstorming, the
team took the plan a step further and rec-
ommended connecting the humidifiers
with a float valve (about $10 worth of
parts) so they would fill automatically.
The team won the Quality Improvement
Idea of the Month award and lunch on
the company.

The team turned over the idea—in the

form of the “back of napkin” drawing
in Figure 1—to the building maintenance
department, which began to engineer the
job. Facilities decided that since float
valves can fail (stay open), the task
required a double-redundant, fail-safe
system consisting of dual electric servo
valves and electric-eye sensors coupled
with redundant, float-valve cut-off
switches. Figure 2 shows the system
installed over a weekend (on double
overtime) so the humidifiers would not
be offline during drawing production
(resulting in a $7,800 engineering and
materials bill).

THE PROBLEM SOLVED
The first failure—otherwise known as

a flood—of the humidifiers’ double-
redundant, electric-eye automatic-refill
system happened over a weekend.
Several thousand square feet covered
with an inch of water greeted us one

Monday morning. Maintenance quickly
discovered the problem’s source (a sliver
of copper stuck in a valve). They turned
the water off, blew out the pipes, cleaned
up the water, and rented special high-
speed drying equipment. The drywall
and carpet (which had grown mildew),
had to be replaced.

The second flood happened because of
a power failure, which enabled a mis-
wired servo valve to open when no
power was present. Luckily, the power
outage only lasted several hours and
occurred during business hours.

Since household humidifiers are not
built to run continuously, 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, the plastic parts of
the “tandem” began to wear out. These
humidifiers were on the critical path (the
humidity they produced was necessary
to plot the drawings that were on the
critical path of critical projects).

Maintenance had to take action. Sears
didn’t stock these parts, so our model
shop machined custom ones. It also
occurred to maintenance that the humid-
ifiers might benefit from a maintenance
agreement. They contacted Sears about
the possibility of getting a service
response time of less than four hours.
Sears, not surprisingly, did not offer such
a service. (Who would want an expensive
service agreement on a $60 household
humidifier?) So the humidifiers were put
on a preventive maintenance schedule.

Maintenance ordered spare parts,
assigned part numbers, and implemented
inspection drawings and procedures for
incoming parts. Another quality im-
provement team undertook a Pareto
analysis to identify which parts failed the
most and were therefore most critical to
stock. This group also won the Quality
Improvement Idea of the Month Award
for eliminating about 20 parts that were
at the six-sigma failure level (at an esti-
mated savings of $2,000 per part).

THINGS START GROWING
Employees working near the humidi-

fiers began to experience a rash of respi-
ratory problems and other illnesses. The
company ordered an expensive “sick-
building” study to see if any environmen-
tal conditions in the area could contribute
to the noticeable increase in reported sick

Figure 1. Original “back of napkin” drawing of the water hookup for the humidifier—what the
quality improvement team wanted.

Figure 2. Photograph of the finished
product—what the drafting department got.
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days (which showed up in overhead
accounts). The study indicated that the
humidifiers could be the problem’s source.
Inspectors took cultures and later identi-
fied the humidifiers as a major contribut-
ing factor. Unfortunately, the humidifiers’
double-redundant, electric-eye automatic-
refill system had not been designed for
quick disconnect (by unscrewing a hose
connection) and easy cleaning, as origi-
nally intended. Unhooking each humidi-
fier would require several hours’ work by
an electrician and a plumber.

A chemical approach was therefore
selected to control the mold problem. We
began adding chlorine bleach to the
humidifiers on a regular basis, and the
duty became part of the weekly job ros-
ter. Since chlorine is considered a haz-
ardous chemical, the company had to
install a new hazardous-chemical vault
to store it. All personnel in the area
attended special classes on handling haz-
ardous chemicals. The site’s Hazcom
documentation and chemical warning
signs were updated to reflect the new
chemical in use. New procedures covered
disposal of the hazardous, empty bleach
containers.

Dosing the humidifiers with bleach
was not an exact science. There were
spills and ruined clothes (for which the
company purchased replacements). This,
in turn, caused management to require
workers to don lab coats and safety
glasses before adding the chlorine. The
brown carpet also had its share of white
spots. Eventually, someone overdosed the
humidifiers, and the fumes overwhelmed
parts of the building. This triggered a
hazardous-chemical emergency; parts of
the building were evacuated, and the city
hazardous-chemical emergency unit was
called in to investigate.

Chlorine was out. Instead, mainte-
nance began spending $300 per month
to have facilities engineers disconnect the
humidifiers, have them cleaned, and
reconnect them (off shift and at overtime
pay rates, of course).

When the company announced it was
shutting down the site, rumor said it was
because the site was just not productive
enough, not making enough money, and
because of the workers’ poor attitudes.
But we all knew it was the humidifiers.

M y point is not to poke fun at
building maintenance, company
bureaucracy, the use of electro-

static plotters, or anything else. Rather,
I want to point out the foreseeable
downstream effects and costs of the
short-term thinking about cost savings
versus return on investment decisions.
So, although it was valid to forego an
industrial-grade humidifier system based
on up-front cost alone, that was not true
in light of the downstream ramifications
and costs.

Systems engineering optimizes the
whole system, cost, reliability, environ-
mental considerations, ergonomics,
maintainability, and the other myriad
items that bear on the problem. It seeks
an overall optimum solution and would,
in this case, even consider eliminating
electrostatically plotted drawings by
delivering drawings electronically, for
example.

Convincing management of the impor-
tance of systems engineering—making
time available in the project schedule for
systems analysis, generating specifica-
tions that define customer needs, and
other arguments—always made sense to
systems engineers from a risk reduction
and cost-avoidance perspective. But as
schedule crunches, today’s fire drill, and

project cost reductions take hold, systems
engineering often takes a back seat to get-
ting the hardware out the door.

This company could not afford the
time and money up front to systems engi-
neer a valid approach. It thus made an
initial decision not to invest in a solution
that, in the long run, would have avoided
an additional 10X to 50X in costs.
Repetitive and ineffective bandage solu-
tions, slipped program schedules, and
unknown amounts in lost productivity
cost real money, too.

POSTSCRIPT
As a fitting, final tribute at site closure,

we took the humidifiers to the roof of the
office building and threw them off. ❖

Mark E. Sampson works in marketing at
TD Technologies’ SLATE Division in
Dallas, Texas. This allegory results from
his search for simple, clear reasoning
(that vice presidents and accountants can
understand) for investing in systems engi-
neering. He is also chair of the Modeling
and Tools Technical Committee of the
Internation Council on Systems Engi-
neering.Contact him at TD Technolo-
gies, 2425 N. Central Expressway, Suite
200, Richardson, TX 75080; sampson@
tdtech.com.
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